Works Selected for the 36th Annual Undergraduate Juried Exhibition

68 artists


Allison Achtenhagen, Pair of Jars and Jar

Dawson Adams, Head Two and Head Three

Lola Agena, Honey Mustard and Baked Beans

Kate Askey, Self

Nicholas Barber, Greetings

Shaydan Bayless, Dad’s Guitar

Samantha Beck, Red Hot Air Balloon

Robert Billig, Gravity

Thomas Bolin, Yellow Grid and 5 Colors

Liv Brown, Clairvoyance

Nina Campbell, Studio Ghibli McDonald’s Happy Meal Experience

Darby Carlin, I End Up Dreaming of You

Karlie Christofferson, Mrs. Montgomery

Sofie Curto, Rainbow
Rachel Dempsey, *A GO-FOR-BROKE-RESCUE MISSION* and *Can Never Have Too Much Cake*

Sydney DeRoin, *Hull*

Anna Dirrim, *Self Portrait with a Plant*

Brooke Dlouhy, *Untitled (multi color)*

Quinn Domini, *Noni and her Meatballs*

Elisa Dorsey, *Adult*

Nora Fitzsimmons, *Carhenge*

Nicole Geib, *The Juniper Tree*

Lilliana Giesmann, *Nerve Aflame Points*

Ally Hall, *Mauve Decade Winter 2022 Wearables Collection*

Melissa Hewitt, *The Internet*

Brenna Houdersheldt, *Reflection* and *Marian*

Liberty Iverson, *Autumn Landscape*

Jessica Jacoby, *Contrast*

Morgan Jensen, *The Coming Fall*

Ju Ju, *Hidden*

Katherine Kastens, *Life After Death*

Tatum Kerr, *Offerings to Venus*

Mackenzie Kollars, *A Through Zoo*

Carter Krajewski, *Horse With No Name*

Melissa Lafler, *Joy*

Erica Leon, *Tiffany*

Wanyu Luo, *Grandma’s Fish*

AJ Maly, *3 AM*

Elle Marroquin, *Memory of Death*

Reid Martin, *Mickey with the Stickey* and *90’s Chanel*

Israel Mendez Lopez, *My Father Didn’t Tell Me How to Live; He Lived, and Let Me Watch Him Do It*

Jaden Merced, *Teknopathic*
Mya Miller, *Breathe in the Trees #2 and Grow From Within*

Katherine Morrow, *TV Memory #1*

Emily Mulvaney, *Fruit Plaidders*

Luci Packard, *Mom's Fridge*

Taylor Powell, *Forehead*

Abby Presser, *Blockbuster*

Jamie Reigert, *Man After Shower and Three Women and Snake*

Maricel Reinhard, *Meet Nigel*

Levi Robertson, *Beauty of the Drive*

Isaac Rolf, *Salt Fired Slip Bowl*

Anna Schmidtke, *Nangs*

Maggie Scott, *Craft Scissors*

Payton Shoup, *Our Growth*

Pablo Souto, *Striped Pyjama Squid and Dripping Away 3*

Iris Elliot Starlin-Hintz, *Binary*

Keegan Towey, *Three of a Kind*

Avry Victor, *Brentifer Three: The Poet and Lovergirl*

Anna Vosicky, *Dune and Outlet*

Red Wilhelm, *Stage Hands*

Campbell Windrum, *Grandparents at the Lake, Grand, and Carter*

Emma Wobig, *Out/Inside the Gaze*

Alexis Wuestwald, *A Field of Deer*

Beau Yoesel, *Pocket Change*

Mimi Yu, *A House for You and Me*

Abigail Zagotta, *2.7.2022 and 2.28.2022*

Henry Zander, *It's All Kristen Stewart*